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Hi. I’m Ryan Dossey and I’m 28 years old. I’m the founder of Call Porter & Ballpoint Marketing, and I’m a buy and hold real estate investor with assets in Indianapolis, Louisville, Saint
Louis, and Florida. I also own and operate an ACTIVE wholesaling and rehab RE acquisition
business in Indianapolis.
My proudest achievement, however, is my investor mastermind called Create Consistent
Cashflow (or CCF for short).
In there, there have been hundreds of successful investors that I’ve had some sort of hand
in helping them achieve financial freedom via building off-market portfolios and/or flipping businesses. They did it with their own hands…but I gave them the guidance, the
knowledge, and the community to push them toward their dreams. The number of deals
that these CCF members achieved in total, has gone WELL OVER the $50 MM NET mark.
In today’s society, there’s a common belief that “passive income” is out of reach; that in
order to “make it” you have to work a lifetime, selling hours for dollars. The hundreds of CCF
members (and myself) have proven that mindset WRONG. And I want to continue this
trend, showing the world that YOU can achieve your dream life via real estate—not in 20 or
30 years, but in a quarter of that time or less.
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Introduction
I guarantee you…
You haven’t read a real estate investing book like this.
If you browse the bookstores you’ll most definitely find 10+ books
on: “How to flip with no money down” or, “How to make 7-figures a
year, wholesaling” or, “Flippers guide to infinite profits”, etc.
All those are great, and designed to give you some inspiration.
I, however, did something a little different.
When was the last time you read a book about how to NOT lose
money, or make mistakes in real estate?
When was the last time you got to read the diary of an 8-figure
real estate investor and where they f-ed up?
A lot of people hesitate to write about their (sometimes funny)
mistakes —either because they don’t have enough experience or
because they think it’ll scare you away from REI. Although, it
might certainly scare some newbies away, my hope is that it gives
you some new raw knowledge and inspiration. Sure I can show you
how we acquired $9,000,000 worth of real estate in two years with
the Brrrr method… I can also show you how a few of my clients
have made over $30,000,000 working with me (You can click those
links and snag those guides for free).

Intro Continued
Instead…
I want to show what not to do. How not to screw things up. Because, let’s face it, no matter how many books and courses you
get, you’re going to run into problems and make mistakes. And
one of the best ways to learn (other than screwing up yourself), is
through others' mistakes. So, I’m going to show you every way I’ve
lost money in real estate so you can make sure you don’t make the
same mistakes.
WARNING: There’s going to be some profanity, some offensive
situations, and some very “un-P.C.” language. I left it in here for
one reason: All these stories are real. I’m not fluffing up reality for
you. REI is a real business with real people. And we sometimes fall
into some rough-neck type of situations. So be prepared.
So let’s get going, and start with…

The time…

I “Bought” The Neighborhood
Whorehouse.

01

A well-known investor in my local market posted that he wanted to
graciously bless a newbie with a duplex. He was so old and wealthy
that out of his “generous” heart he wanted to change the life of a
new investor by gifting a house. The only caveat was that they had to
keep the place as a rental and couldn’t sell it for a few years. The
sad-sack that ended up getting this “free” deal was me.
Oh, he also failed to mention in his public pitch that he would be
quit-claiming the property and all of its issues to the “winner”,
(*cough*— Me, the schmuck). The issues being the $15,000 in code
violations and back taxes it had racked up.
He also failed to mention that this duplex was literally the “neighborhood whorehouse”.
He also failed to mention that the previous tenants and squatters
had destroyed the house by pouring concrete down the drain lines,
stripping copper wires and lines, and using the house as the neighborhood dumpsite.
The other “minor” issue is that the house waaay overpriced (yes,
“free” is a price) and he should of paid ME for the property!
Morale of the story: NOTHING is ever free.
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That one time…

I Paid Full-Price For
A 1/4th Of A Rehab.
The “neighborhood whorehouse” (duplex)
story doesn’t end there. I mean this was a
house that had drain lines filled with concrete, plumbing and wiring stripped, and
years of abuse… so let's just say that I was in
way over my head.
Since this house wasn’t in my market, I
needed to find a contractor ASAP. So, I
went to the local REIA where I found some
referrals. One such referral was a “fabulous
hard-working” General Contractor that
promised the moon. He figured a rehab
cost of $35,000 for me and a fast
turn-around time.
His name was “Matty” (leaving out his real
name for legal reasons).
Now, at the time, I had a scheduled vacation coming up. It was long overdue, and in
Hawaii with my wife. So I wasn’t going to
miss it because of a “free” house. So, I did
the only thing I could think of at the time: I
left Matty in charge. While I was on vacation, he contacted me letting me know he's
just about finished with the remodeling
and needs his final payment.
Typically, I let these contractors kick rocks
because I have a rule: “Never pay out the
final third without verifying the rehab”.
But… I was in my early 20’s and Matty was
begging and bugging me for cash. He
needed to pay his guys. I told him that I
would make a 1-time exception to my rule
and all he has to do is send me pictures of
every room showing the place completed.

02
The pictures came through. They looked
good enough to me so I wired over the final
$10,000. When I got back to town, the first
thing I did was visit the “neighborhood
brothel”. I pulled in to the driveway. No one
seemd to be there. I walked up to the front
door, unlocked it and walked inside. As
soon as I turned on the lights, I stopped in
my tracks and said out loud:
“What the hell is this?!?”
Only the corners of each room were painted and carpeted (yes you heard that right…
only the CORNERS). The ass-hat contractor
had this done to make it look like it was
completed for the pictures I asked of him.
Matty, the G.C., must have heard me cussing up a storm because right at that
moment he pulls up in a brand NEW Turbo
Diesel truck—that probably cost $80,000
and only needs a down payment of
maybe... Hmm... $10,000! How ironic, I just
paid him $10,000 to “finish” my rehab.
Morale of the story: NEVER provide final payment until (really) verifying that EVERYTHING
is done.
Pro Tip: We payout in thirds. 33% to start the
project. 33% when they’re 2/3rds done. 33%
when the project is completed.
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The time…

I Called Adult Protective
Services.

03

I was standing outside when Matty the “trusted” ass-hat stepped out of his brand new
truck. I was about to let him have it with a cuss-storm when I noticed about a dozen
fresh stitches on his head. I asked, “What happened?!?”.
He relayed the whole story to me.
40 minutes later…I’m asking him to leave my property and never come back. A cop
stood in between us while he yelled, spit, and filmed with his phone about how he was
going to sue me for not paying him (for the work he DIDN’T complete).
(SIDE BAR THOUGHT: Often when you fire people from jobsites they always think
they’re due more money than they actually are)
The neighbor saw it and walked over to me after Matty left. He filled in for me, all the
gaps of the story, which further distrubed me.
You see, some people are scum bags. And Matty the “trusted” ass-hat is one of the biggest.
Here’s the FULL story:
Matty had two helpers. One was an adult with disabilities and the other was an Army
vet. The adult with disabilities didn’t understand the concept of money, so Matty took
advantage of that and paid him $1 a week in cash.
He also made him sleep in the “Neighborhood Brothel”—with no running water or
power— while Marly slept in the “finest hotel” in town, a Best Western (Hey, this was a
small town so this is all we had!).
In fact, there was a point where the neighbor fed him and let him sleep in the garage
and use his bathroom. It wasn’t long before the Army Vet found out what was going on.
He then tried to bury a hammer into Matty’s head—that’s how he got his stitches.
We turned Matty into the police and Adult Protective Services.
Moral of the story: Until you completely trust your vendors and employees, know what’s
going on with YOUR projects inside and out.
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04
That (costly) time…

I Didn’t Get
Multiple Bids.
As I watched Matty the ass-hat drive away, I
realized that he’s also rolling away with tens
of thousands of dollars I gave him to “fix” the
house. And now, I’m looking at a unfinished
house
(that’s
not
even
a
quarter
finished)—But hey…it was “free” right?!?
I also realized that $35,000 estimate to “fix”
the duplex was just NOT enough money.
Matty was way off. In the end, I ran out of cash
and credit and ultimately sold the place for a
$35,000 loss. The guy who gave me the
duplex was generous enough to let me out of
the deal and the stipulation that I had to wait
a year to sell it.
Morale of the story: Get multiple bids and do
NOT for the love of all that is holy take the cheap
est one, especially if it’s half of what everyone
else is saying it will cost.
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That (stupid) time…

I Lost A House.

05

There was this time, I had a private money lender that was funding their first
deal for me. We had a 1-page word document that I typed dictating who
would cover/handle what, how profits would be split, and when they’d get
paid back. (not a smart way of doing things BTW). The day before closing we
were all set to go. Insurance lined up, utilities set up, contractors chomping
at the bit… and the lender asked if we could put the property in THEIR LLC so
they felt safer. I agreed and we closed. Sounded fine at the time, but here
was the issue: We have a C-Class house in the hood, owned under the lenders LLC, but with insurance and utilities in the name of my LLC. We were all
set to sell the place for $45,000 to a turnkey buyer on a Monday and someone
torched my house (and 4 others on the block) the Sunday before we were
supposed to close.
The insurance company was curious (disrespectfully so) why I had insurance
with them on a house I didn’t own. They reviewed my 1-page word doc and
told me that I could sue them or they’d give me $10,000 of the $45,000 I was
owed. It would have required that I go to New York, hire an NYC attorney, and
I MAYBE would have gotten more (or less). I took the $10,000. I told my private
lenders that I’d make them whole (even though I didn’t have the cash).
All of the profits of my next flip went to them and I DID indeed make them
whole plus more.

Morale of the story: If you’re not an attorney don’t act like one. Even attorneys, hire
attorneys. Don’t DIY lawyer work. Hire one even for drafting documents and/or
arranging partnerships.
Pro/Common-sense tip: It pays in the long run to keep your word. Real estate is a tiny
industry. Word spreads very fast (plus it’s just the right thing to do, ethically). There
are too many investors who are all hat and no cattle and their empty words and
promises catch up to them. Today, there are many investors who will throw money
at us because we’ve always treated people right, and kept our word.
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That (idiotic) time…

06

I Comped A “Pig” With A “Stallion”
There was a time when I flipped the only 5,000 sqft home right next to a neighborhood full of 2,000 sqft homes.This felt like it was going to be my ticket to financial
freedom. I remember the day I got the offer accepted. I told my wife this was IT! This
was going to be the deal that took us from cash poor to balling.
On paper the deal looked like it was going to make me $100,000 (Back then I was
only making around 30k a year).
This deal took us 6-months for rehab, and around $200,000 to complete. What we
were left with was a very unique house in a great part of town. We listed at $449,000
expecting a bidding war into the 500’s. Instead, we got CRICKETS. Then, we
dropped to $425,000. We got some showings but no offers. We dropped to
$400,000. Again, we got some showings but still no offers. We dropped to $395,000
and finally got an offer of $375,000. Not what we expected, but as the saying goes,
“Your best offer is sometimes your first (and only) offer”. So we took it. But, I ended
up only making a couple grand. That’s it.
What in the hell happened? A few things:
I had used comps from a nicer, gated, subdivision that my flip backed up to. It was
of similar size to the houses in that community but it wasn’t IN the community. On
top of that, that community (that my house was NOT in), was in a freaking far better
school district than mine.
Turns out when a family is dropping half a million+ on a house, the school district
matters.
Second problem… My house was older and on well water. The houses I used as
comps were in a new development (40 years newer than mine), and on county utilities.
Morale of the story: Learn to comp well. This is an art and a science. I hear too many bad selling stories where the investor had to keep dropping the price until they made no money or
took a loss. All of those stories could have been prevented with a better comping job. I’ve
got a YouTube video showing you how to run comps using an awesome tool I use everyday.
Check it out here: https://youtu.be/ThHH22QDtPw
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The time…

07

I Hired A Meth
Addict.
When my holdings company reached
100+ units, we decided to hire a
full-time maintenance guy instead of
dishing this out to an expensive (and
inefficient) property manager. We
found Keth. We ran a quick background check with the name he gave
us, and found a clean record. Everything started out GREAT.
This guy was a freaking fantastic
worker. He did everything from appliance repairs, to turn-ons, to demo, to
finish carpentry. He could gut a 1,500
sqft house by himself in just a few
hours. To this day he is one of my
favorite people we’ve worked with in
construction. All was going great
until about 6 months in…

Morale of the story: When you’re doing
background checks use the name on
their ID not what they go by. “Keth”
didn’t have a record… Kenneth on the
other hand does. He got out on bail and
actually went on the run.
Side note: If you want to see two real
estate entrepreneurs “jam out” on how
to manage and run a 7-figure real estate
business, check out this YouTube video
with me and my business partner Noah:
https://youtu.be/1tlb8MhbbPA

Now, in our company, we do have a
drug policy: Nothing harder than
weed. But we never asked for a drug
test. So, one day, I got a call from the
local police station. Our maintenance
guy got pulled over in our company
truck…with syringes and meth covering the floor of the truck.
He kind of ruined my expectations for
what a single employee can get done
in a day… Ya know one not fueled by
meth.
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That time…

I Paid Out Thousands
Of Dollars In Late Fees.

08

When you rapidly build a rental portfolio, things like bookkeeping, rent collection, evictions, etc, all need to be systematized and organized quickly. We realized that we needed a full-time employee to help us stay on top of everything
because I couldn’t keep up with it, and organization just isn’t my “forte”.
So we typed up a job description and posted it on Indeed (our preferred place
to hire).
We had one candidate that really impressed me. She interviewed really well
and had great recommendations. Things worked fantastic for a few months…
Then we started getting unexpected calls.
First from our agents and maintenance guy saying that our apartments (that
were in the middle of repositioning and/or rehabbing) don’t have any power.
Then from our tenants saying that they have no water. Then from Amex warning us about the “status of our account”. None of that made sense because we
had a HUGE reserve of cash in our account.
Within an hour of digging, I found out that our admin we just hired decided to
not do her job. She woke up one morning and made the choice to just stuff
our bills in the draw, kick her feet up, and look busy. After I fired her, we went
through the drawers and found tons of bills crumbled up into paper balls as if
she was playing “basket-bills”.
This royaly screwed us. Not only did we have thousands of late fees and deposits to pay… but the tenants that stuck around, lost trust in us.
Morale of the story: Just because
you’ve hired or outsourced a role
doesn’t mean you can just trust the
person to do their job. You still have to

Side note: If you want a real
estate business that runs while
you’re not there…hiring is inevi-

verify that they’re actually doing it.

table. I’ve hired (and fired)

Pro tip: We use Rentmanager, great

video showing you how to hire

product I wish I started off with.

many people. Here’s a Youtube
your first employee: https://youtu.be/Tqk6vBD6Dhg
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09
That (forgetful) time…

I Lost A Whale Of A
Flip
One day, our staff negotiated a SCREAMING
deal on a property that was only a few years
old in one of the best parts of Indianapolis
(pretty houses make some of the best deals).
We got our contractors through for bids and
raised the private money just in time. But in a
few days before closing, the seller told us
they were going to “cancel the contract”.
When we told them it was a legally binding
contract and that we’d be closing they kindly
told us that we never sent in the EMD so
therefore the agreement wasn’t binding.
The title company confirmed that we’d never
sent the money in :( .
At that time, my head was my “checklist”;
meaning, I kept everything in my head and
never wrote anything down. Today it’s much
different.
Morale of the story: Have checklists or tasks for
repetitive things that you have to do. Like setting
up insurance, moving utilities, and wiring in
EMD. Each project get’s it’s own checklist. We
use Resimpli and have it assign tasks (our checklists) based off of the stage the project is in. To
get 10% off ReSimpli, use this code: CCCF here:
https://resimpli.com/
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That (brain-fart) time…

10

I Gave The Seller An Extra $10k.
We were under contract to buy a deal and during our inspection we found that the
property had some foundation issues that weren’t clearly visible to the naked eye.
Our staff re-negotiated with the seller and got a 10k reduction. We decided that
with the extra repairs we’d rather wholesale the property and emailed it out to our
list. We ended up finding a buyer where we would have made around $19,000 on
the deal (not too shabby right!).
The amendment for the $10,000 reduction was agreed & signed by the seller.
After everything closed, we got our check from escrow. But something was off. I
was expecting $19,000 not $9,000. We immediately called escrow to say, “Hey,
where’s the missing $10,000!”.
They had no idea what we were talking about.
After some digging we found out, YES, the seller agreed and signed the reduction
amendment… but it NEVER got sent to escrow.
Morale of the story: Make sure all amendments/documents go to your title company (again,
have a checklist). A seller isn’t gonna say crap if you give them an extra $10k
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That (spectacular) time...

I Let My General Contractor
Do My Inspections.

11

Early on in my business, I refused to do formal inspections. The reason? I know
TONS of investors and “influencers” that buy without inspections and I did the
same…until I bought an 8-unit apartment complex where the roof caved in.
We knew that the property needed a new roof but we had NO idea the extent of
the structural damage this building had undergone. A few weeks after closing the
ceiling caved in while remodeling the units. We ended up selling the property on
the MLS for a small loss just to get out from…errhh… “under it”.
Morale of the story: Don’t let the guy who’s bidding the

Pro Tip: We will ONLY close

job do your inspections as well. In my experience, real

on a property that we have

inspectors tend to be more thorough than general

had a full blown inspection

contractors when it comes to inspecting properties.

done on. We got burned too

Check out this Youtube video on “Due Diligence”
before you buy. It might save you from a big loss:
https://youtu.be/Uzvd7Nwm0ns

12

many times by things that
came up on an inspection
that we weren’t inspecting.

That (expensive) time…

I Was Getting Charged
30% APR (And Didn’t Know It).

I started off as a wholesaler. But quickly into my career, I realized that WAY more
money was being made by the flippers and buy/hold guys. So I decided to start
flipping as well as wholesaling. But I had to find a source of money. So, I met a
gentleman (great guy) who agreed to fund my flips for 50% of the profit.
At the time I never tried raising private money. I just took the first opportunity
that came my way, and partnering up like this sounded great. But after a few
deals I thought it would be a good idea to actually do the math on my cost of
capital. When I jotted down the numbers, my eyeballs nearly blew out of their
sockets. That’s because I was paying 30% APR on average, for the deals he
funded.
Morale of the story: Hard money would have been cheaper at 10-12% interest plus a
few points. When you want to start flipping don’t pass up hard money thinking “It’s
too expensive”. It’s an easy and quick way to find money. After some experience and
building your network, you’ll eventually find cheaper money.
Today I pay my private lender's 8-9% interest only.
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13
That time…

I Bent Over Backwards For Someone…Only To Get
Screwed.

We had once bought a house from a lady
who needed a place to stay for a month while
she transitioned over to a retirement community; She only needed a month (so she
said).
We bought her house, closed escrow, and
paid her for it. Then we did the neighborly
thing and let her stay in one of our vacant
properties. We even paid for movers to help
her. We signed a month-to-month lease
agreement with her and she paid her first
month.
After one month, she said she needed a little
more time. Which we gave her. But then, she
stopped answering our calls. She stopped
paying the lease. And a couple of months
pass and she’s still there, not paying a lease.
Finally, we evictetd her.

Morale of the story: If you’re going to let someone
stay in a house after buying from them, have an
escrow holdback agreement. We typically hold
around $10,000 of their cash that they forfeit to
us if they violate the terms of that agreement.
This ensures that they move out when they’re
supposed to.
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That (sad) time…

I Couldn’t Bring Myself
To Raise Her Rent.

14

After things were picking up for my holdings company, we found a retried
slumlord who wanted to sell a package deal to us.
We bought 15 units from him.
A 7-unit apartment complex. A 5-unit complex. And 1 single-family house. The
single family was definitely the runt of the litter but we wanted the
multi-units so we agreed to take it. But the nice thing about the SFR is that
the tenant was paying her rent like clockwork—though the rent was dramatically undermarket. First, we focused on the MFU and repositioning them
(repositioning = fix it up, raise rents, kick out non-paying tenants, get new tenants, add value).
Months later, when we finished the MFU’s, we set our eyes on that single
family house.
That’s when we realized we had a real problem. The average rent for this
house should have been $900. But, the tenant was a single mom with very
little income and really couldn’t afford to pay more than the $375 a month.
We value people over profits and decided that we’d let her stay.
A few months later she got into government assistance and moved out.

Morale of the story: Realize that repo-

Second moral: Make clear your inten-

sitioning

mean

tions with people. Let them know

That

what you want and intend to do. If you

didn’t sit right with us. Your business

don’t want to deal with stories like this,

should have a bigger meaning than

make it a condition during escrow that

just making money. Sure, make all the

properties must be cleared before

money you can—that’s why you’re in

buying.

making

properties
someone

business—but

help

MIGHT
homeless.

people

while

you’re at it.
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That (annoying) time…

15

“The Perfect Tenant” Cost Me
$59,000.
If there’s anything I’ve learned about buying properties from landlords it’s that
they’re rarely selling because the tenant is amazing and the property is cashfowing.
Often they’re selling because the property is a hassle and the tenant is a headache.
One time, I bought this great looking 90’s house from an elderly landlord who
swore that the tenant was God’s gift to the landlord; that the tenant had never been
late a day in his life. After the deal was closed and done, the seller asked me if I’d
grab a beer with him at Applebees nextdoor.
After a few drinks, it’s amazing how some people just spill the beans (I just wish he
did before we closed escrow). Because he started blabbering about how the tenant
hasn’t paid in months and how he’s so relieved to get rid of the house. I nearly spit
out my swig of beer.
“Uh… Scuse me?” I said. “WTF you mean he isn’t paying?!? You told me he was!!”
Well, we ended up having to evict the guy. But, that’s not the worst part. Because
not all evicted tenants go out so “nicely”. On his way out he turned all the faucets
and left them wide open. At the time this happened, I was out of town on vacation.
While there, I got a call from the neighbor. She told me that water has been leaking
out the front door and the garage… for a few days!! (Gee I’m so glad they waited a
few days to tell me).
After that, I filed an insurance claim for $59,000 of damages.
Morale of the story: Get rent roll and/or proof of deposits into a bank account if you’re
hoping that a tenant will stay and continue to pay. When I buy an occupied unit, I just
assume that it’s going to be an eviction in my budget.
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That time…

A Certain Male Reproductive
Organ Kept “Popping Up”.

16

Just like the “Free Duplex” story… this “Perfect Tenant” story isn’t
done either.
While we were trying to rehab the flooded house from our “Perfect
Tenant”, our tools and materials kept getting stolen. Week-after-week we kept getting break-ins and thefts. In fact, every week,
the culprit kept leaving his signature inside. His name was “Big Will”.
“Big Will” would spray-paint his name along with dicks all over the
place—no surface was sacred. But hey, at least he left us a little
“artistic fling” behind.
He broke in 4 times with his friends during the course of a 2-3 month
renovation.
Morale of the story: Get a simplifsafe or

Second

morale:

Just

other similar alarm system even if it

because a house matches

means setting up wifi for a few months.

what you like doesn’t mean

But, even that didn’t stop “Big Will”

you should buy it. This was a

from breaking in…but it stopped the

GREAT house…in a bad part

penises.

of town.
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17

That time…

I Bought The
“Pedophile Palace”.
I bought a 4-unit building from an investor.
The building was a part of a “veterans rehabilitation program”. The building cash flowed
well on paper and the previous owner had it
for a long time. This was a group home where
the rent-money came from a local hospital as
part of their community outreach program.
But the place was a freaking nightmare.
The tenants were the most petty, dramatic,
and rude people we’d ever dealt with. After
closing, we ended up finding out from the
caseworker that all of the tenants used to be
homeless vets that had prior charges.
The prior charges all include Pedophilia.
We bought the building thinking we were
partnering with veterans not sex offenders!
We ended up selling the place for a small
profit but GOOD LORD… was it not worth it.
Morale of the story: Realistically, you can’t really
screen existing tenants. But you can look at
existing screening policies before buying. This
can give you an idea of who they let people in.
Ask for tenant screening policies when you’re
buying a place to get an idea of who is really
occupying the units.
On a sidenote: For our own rentals, we have VERY
strict screening policies.
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That (back-stabbing) time…
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I Almost Got Sued Because Of
“Mr. A-Hole”.
I used to wholesale 98% of my deals to one guy. I was newer to my market and he
seemed like a great guy. I met him on Bigger Pockets. On Bp, he had a great reputation.
However, that relationship ended shortly.
On one occasion I had two separate deals in escrow ready to go for him. He agreed
to buy them… but he NEVER wired the cash. This was back before I had my own capital so I counted on him to… ya know… do what he said he would do!
On both deals I had to break the bad news to my sellers, and walk away.
I let the sellers keep my earnest money deposit and apologized on behalf of my
(A-Hole) funding partner. But, one of them was NOT happy. He had his attorney go
after me for damages because he sold the place for less than what we were under
contract for. And do you know who Mr. Seller ended up selling to…? Yep… The BUM
who didn’t fund it the first time.
Fortunatly, my attorney was able to make it go away.
Morale of the story: ALWAYS have mul-

NOTE: If you’re new and you’re in a

tiple exits on deals and always have

position where you don’t have any

multiple

know

capital to fund deals, like I did, then

when one of them will turn out to be a

you might want to check out a You-

bum.

tube series on Reverse Wholesaling

buyers.

You

never

that I’m putting together showing you
Second moral: It pays to have a good

how to mitigate the risk of walking

attorney in your network.

away on sellers. At the time of this
writing, where in the middle of putting
it together. So, follow me on Youtube
to get notified once it’s up.
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19
That time…

I Fired A
Contractor Who’d
Done $1,000,000
Of Work For Me.
I had a GC for years that did an O.K. job of
simple paint-&-carpet turnover jobs. I decided to test his skill set and move him into
bigger jobs that are a bit more involved than
just paint and carpet. We gave him a 5-unit
project with a $100,000 rehab budget. But,
we soon found out that his “paint-&-carpet”
skillset peaked there.
That project, ended up being the project
from hell.
What was supposed to take a few months
took over a year and they repainted the place
3x. They cut corners, did shoddy work, and
ultimately cost me a fortune in work that was
subpar.
Morale of the story: Just because someone can do
small projects doesn’t mean they can handle big
projects. Check on your projects OFTEN and
remember that the first time you think about
firing someone is likely when it needs to happen.
We ended up doing alright on this place but it
was a thorn in my side for 19 months.
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That (heart-pounding) time…

I Pulled A Gun.

20

I got a call from an out of state landlord to look at their vacant triplex in an
“up-and-coming” (read: GHETTO AF area) and they lined up their Realtor to meet
me. While I was waiting for the Realtor to show up I peaked in the windows and
looked around the property. I was sitting on the porch waiting for the Realtor when
3 guys walked up to the bottom of the stairs.
“Hey, we want to talk to you.” - They said.
“Nah, I’m good” - Me.
“Look we can come up there or you can come down here but either way you’re
probably getting hurt.” - Them
3 vs 1. I didn’t like my odds.
I pulled as they started to walk up the stairs (yes, I carry in these bad parts). As soon
as they laid eyes on my pistol, they took off on foot. I was stunned. My heart was
racing. This was easily the closest call I’ve ever had.
Morale of the story: Just because someone wants to sell you a property that looks like a
deal doesn’t mean you need to buy it. There are certain parts of town I don’t even market
to because the risk isn’t worth the reward.

21

That (surprising) time…

I Had Guns Pulled On Me.

I was looking at a house in a C-class part of town with the owner. He was giving
me a tour of the property and all seemed to be going well until we heard sirens
getting louder. Before we knew it there were police officers in the living room
with guns aimed at us. We were on the ground in handcuffs. It took a few minutes to figure out what was going on but we ended up finding out that the
neighbor called it in as a break-in.
Morale of the story: Be

Second morale: I’ve made a lot of money off C-class

very careful when you’re

houses. But, many investors stay away from them (for

in areas like this (C-Class

good reason). I have a buddy of mine in St. Louis who

or worse). Expect the

collects rent in a bulletproof vest…that’s not for me.

unexpected.

We wholesale out the C-class (and below leads) but
normally flip or keep the A & B class deals.
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That (annoying) time…

I Worked For LessThan Minimum Wage.
Early on, I got my real estate license to try to supplement my investment activity.
One time, I had a nice family from China call me off a Zillow ad because they were
trying to buy a house for their son while he was in school. They had a budget of
around $50,000 (yes I know that’s only $1,500 in commission) but I was determined
to make money as a Realtor.
I showed them dozens of houses. After about a month, we found a winner. They
put in a cash-non-contingent offer. I thought I was gonna get paid! But, I got a call
from the mom stating that they changed their mind, and decided to not buy him
a house after all. They refused to close, but, they mailed me $300 to thank me for
my time.
Morale of the story: A LOT of investors think that they should get their license and also be
a Realtor. This tends to cannibalize their investing business when they choose to try to
get listings over buying properties at a discount. I’m still licensed but I know who I am.
I’m an investor first. I’ve not done any deals as a Realtor since and have made WAY more
money because of it. Don’t fall for the Realtor trap.

23

The (Homer Simpon) time…

“Rent Ready”Meant
Something Else To My Contractor.

I bought a property that was in pretty severe disrepair (like most of what I buy).
And I had a GC give me a bid on renovating the place. As we were walking the
home, my instructions were: “Just get the home rent-ready”.
After he was done, we both met at the place so I could do a final inspection. He was
very excited, saying, “I think you’ll love it”. As I walked it, I immediately noticed
something was off…
“Ahh… Bro! Where’s closet doors? The bathroom mirrors? The window coverings?
The garage door opener?!?”
Apparently “rent-ready” can mean different things to different people.
Morale of the story: Go room by room and write out a

Side note: Check out this You-

detailed scope of work so that way EVERYTHING you

tube video I shot on “Scope of

want done is documented and bid on from the start.

Work” showing you how I do it:

This will save you the hassle of change orders. It’ll also

https://youtu.be/J5dVq6bB3PU

allow you to compare bids, and prevent miscommunications like what we had on this house.
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The (head-scratching) time…

An Employee Remodeled
His House On Our Dime.
We had a maintenance man (not “the meth man”) who was
notoriously bad about keeping receipts. This is a HUGE red
flag. Because our material costs seemed a bit off, we decided
to do an audit on our Home Depot & Lowes credit cards.
When the audit was done, I looked at the item list and asked
myself:
“When did we get a hot tub for this project? And a 6 camera
security system? Or 2 new tubs when this was a simple
paint-&-carpet job?” What’s going on here?!?
When I pressed our maintenance guy about the issue, he
fessed up. He was remodeling his OWN place on our dime.
We are still in litigation.
Morale of the story: From a tax perspective alone, you MUST get
receipts for everything in case you’re audited by the IRS. From a
business and financial standpoint, it’s also a good idea to keep
records of everything.
Use Po #’s or addresses on receipts so you can make sure you’re
not buying extra materials if you have contractors on payroll.
Check out this video on to fire an employee:
https://youtu.be/AAo6Tb3Dyuo
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That (very awkward) time…

I Rented To An Employee.

25

I literally cringe while typing this one out.
We had an employee who’d been with us for 6+ months that needed a place to
stay. At the time, we had a few vacant properties so he asked if he could fill one of
them. He met our rental criteria, so this sounded like a win-win (at the time)… until
we had to fire him. A months after renting to him he started getting lazy. He was
showing up late. Half-assing jobs or not doing it at all.
Well, when someone doesn't have a job they can’t really pay for rent either. So It’s
kind of hard to ask someone why they aren’t paying rent when it’s because you
fired them.
Morale of the story: Don’t rent to employees. Or friends. Or family.

26

The time…

A Seller Threatened To Kill Us.

Very early on, we didn’t have a great way of permanently removing folks from our
mailing list. We used archaic systems and it was more of a PITA to find and
remove prospects from our database. And when you send as much mail as us, it’s
inevitable that you’ll get angry calls like, “Take me off your list!”.
But this time it went overboard.
Something that day triggered a guy on our list to fall off his rocker. Fed up with
our postcards, he called us about a half-dozen times threatening to come down to
our office and execute a specific employee with his shotgun.
He wouldn’t stop calling. We blocked his number and turned it into the local
police department. I actually shot a video of it you can check out here:
https://youtu.be/UVKp5j1bLUU
Morale of the story: Use the tool Reisift to permanently take people off your list. This tool
is amazing. It’s a key component in our business that does amazing data organization,
stacking, and cleaning. If you want to get 10% off and try it for free, go here:
(NOTE: this link and many others may be affiliate links where I might get paid an commission on)
Second Morale: Don’t hesitate to report death threats to the police.
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That time…

A “Partner” Got Lazy.
I had a friend of mine that had done a few flips. He approached me
about growing his business. I offered to partner with them by taking
over his marketing, amping it up, and covering the costs with my
own money.
I spent around $5,000 in marketing.
But after a few weeks, I was puzzled that “nothing” came out of it.
Usually, if I spend $5,000 there’s going to be a couple of deals or
more come out of it. So I did some digging. We definitely got leads;
lots of them. They were definitely quality leads. And there were a few
deals there somewhere.
But, what I found out was that they (my buddies business) didn’t
work their leads. They didn’t try and book appointments. The few
appointments they did have, they didn’t go on. They didn’t follow up
with people.
They were just waiting for a deal to fall into their lap.
Want to see why most investors lose deals? Watch this video where
I audit 10 CRM’s and reveal 18 major mistakes:
https://youtu.be/vF8YHNhktWg
Morale of the story: People need to have skin in the game. Working leads
isn’t easy work and requires discipline. People tend to not be disciplined
when they’re busy and don’t have any sunk cost in the venture. If I partner with anyone on anything now the most I’ll bring is half the capital.

To learn more about marketing and finding deals off-market, check
out this eBook I published with my direct marketing company Ballpoint Marketing. It shows you solid deal-finding strategies in data
selection, list building, tactics, and tools. You can get it for Free
here-> “Direct Marketing Guide for Real Estate Investors”
http://www.ballpointmarketing.com/lm3?el=RD

eBook

-

BPM

eBook
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That (cracking) time…

28

I Let Him Park His Semi At Our
House.
We had a tenant who we knew drove trucks for a living. One day, he called us asking
if he can park his truck at the rental. The way he described it, it sounded like a
simple pickup with a trailer…not a freakin semi! After a couple of months of him
parking a fully-loaded rig-and-trailer at the rental, the concrete driveway gave out
and cracked into hundreds of pieces.
It cost us $12,000. *Ooft. Check out the video here: Tenant DESTROYED Landlord's
Driveway: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dvFu3-2WO8&feature=youtu.be

Morale of the story: Don’t let your tenants park commercial equipment at your properties.
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That time…

29

I Scared Most People Away From
Real Estate.
While writing this, I realize that these stories might scare a lot of people who are
“trying out” real estate.That wasn’t intended, but I’m not one to hide behind the
facts either. I’m not one to fluff-up reality. If the truth of our business scares people
away…well…so be it. More deals for us.
But for those that understand that riches don’t come easy—and for those that want
to live a life with purpose, freedom, confidence, and meaning—I hope this written
piece gives you some confidence and preparation while going into your entrepreneurial life.
The reality is…it’s not easy.
Mistakes happen. It’s how shit rolls. In fact, a few of these deals early on quite frankly
bankrupted me; The whorehouse and the Arson deal in particular. But understand
one thing: I Don’t Regret It. ONE. Bit.
One of the conversations I’ve had with members of my mastermind group, Create
Cash Flow, is about not having a “quit date”. Back then, I could have EASILY thrown
in the towel on a few of these headache deals. But, I would have missed out on LITERALLY millions of dollars worth of deals if I’d given up.
The reward for being “dragged through the mud” with these mistakes is an amazing life full of adventure, wealth, and freedom that I would have never experienced.
99% of the population won’t EVER experience this type of life that I’ve had because
they’re too afraid of being uncomfortable.
But I want to leave you with a high note. Although I’ve made a LOT of mistakes in
real estate….MOST of our deals have been uneventful and “normal”.
My goal in sharing all of this with you is to teach you what not to do, but also to give
you an unbiased behind the scenes look at what life as a real estate investor can be
like. Hopefully you don’t repeat any of my mistakes. BUT if you yourself, have some
similar stories like this as well… know that you’re not alone and you’re in fantastic
company.
If you want to see more of my antics and lessons in real estate…
Follow me on Instgram: @ryancdossey https://www.instagram.com/ryancdossey/
Happy Investing!
Ryan Dossey
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form, or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, and recording, or by any information
storage and retrieval without permission in writing from the Publisher. Request for permission can be addressed at:
Create CF LLC
5251 S East St Ste C 214
Indianapolis IN 46227
Ryan@ryandossey.com

Affiliates
Some links within this publication are affiliate links in which I may be given a commission
if clicked and/or purchased from those links.

Earnings Disclaimer
1. Although we make every effort to accurately represent the services and/or products presented on this website, we make no assurance, representation or promise regarding future
earnings or income, or that you will make any specific amount of money, or any money at
all, or that you will not lose money.
2. Earnings or income statements, or examples of earnings or income, represent estimates
of what you may earn; however, there is no promise or guarantee that you my experience
the same level of earnings or income.
3. There is no assurance that any prior success or past results regarding earnings or income
may be an indication of your future success or results.
4. Statements or examples of actual earnings on this website that are attributed to a specified individual or business are true and correct, and we will verify them upon request and
also provide statements of expected typical results; however, these statements or examples
should not be viewed as promises or guarantees of earnings or income. Earnings and
income potential are affected by a number of factors over which we have no control, including but not limited to your financial condition, talent, skills, level of effort, motivation, past
experience and education, your competition, and changes within the market.
5. Operating a business involves unknown risks. You should make decisions based on information provided through services and/or products presented on this website with the
understanding that an Internet business may not be suitable for you, and that you could
experience significant losses or fail to generate any earnings or income at all.
6. You should undertake your own due diligence regarding your evaluation of any services
and/or products presented on this website, and this includes relying on qualified professional advisors to assist you with your evaluation.
7. For the foregoing reasons, you agree that we are not responsible for any decision you may
make regarding any information presented on this website or any of the services and/or
products presented on this website

